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Samuel L

on
02/22/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I ordered three of the PT111's and overall I am satisfied. One of them came with a ten round and a twelve round mag but was supposed to come with two twelve round mags. I called Taurus and they sent me another twelve round mag free of charge. Two of them had a few FTF but after running several more rounds through them they started working fine. One had FTF every other round or two. I think it will do better after some more break in. Nice quality weapons and for the money they are hard to beat. 











Adam C

on
01/13/2013




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










I had a very bad experience with taurus and this weapon. To keep it short and sweet, I did all the cleaning of the weapon and took it to the range. Shot 4 different types of ammo and the gun would not cycle through any of it. The ammo was winchester and federal fmj and hollow point. After every round, i would either get a fail to feed or a fail to eject(stove pipe). After 40 rounds or so of this i had enough. The only way i could fire a round was by having to pull slide back and chamber a round each time. After calling taurus and getting the run around they finally would accept to take it back and look at it for repairs. The first customer support guy was rude and not very helpful at all. Kept trying to get me to believe that he was a certified arms instructor and that i was limp wristing the pistol and that becasue it was a compact it was more sensitive. Its funny to me how i have fired the exact same gun before, a s&w compact, a springfield compact, and others and have never ran into this problem of limp wristing. Not to include the fact my wife has fired the exact same guns and never had an issue. So eventually after talking to another rep, she finally would accept the fact their was a problem with the firearm and that me sending my two magazines in for new ones was not going to fix the issue. Worst customer service ive ever had and will be the last taurus i will buy regardless if they fix it or not. 











Luis H

on
10/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got the taurus pt111 about a month ago and have no complaints with it at all! I seriously love this gun, it goes every where with me. I was used to carrying larger frame autos in the past and in comparison concealbility is much easier. I really like the size and thin grip I almost forget its there. I haven't had any failures with it at all yet. Finish is decent and price is right! I was a little skeptical at first seeing how this was my first Taurus purchase and with all the bashing out there I was a little nervous but I took the plunge and happy I did. Only issue for me are the sights I am not a fan of the straight 8's but they work and are easily replaceable. This was my second purchase from buds great transaction as usual 5 stars! 











Robert J

on
10/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Gun! I have absolutely no complaints! Those with larger handles may wish to purchase longer/larger clip/magazine ends. Bud's was great as always 











Robert G

on
09/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this gun for my wife, Has a geat balance and feel. Took it to the range and put a hundred. rounds through it, Not one issue. Shoot straight and acurate. I was very impressed. So impressed I bought a PT145 myself. Great service by Buds as usual. 











Clifton S

on
07/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Once again great service from buds quick and easy transaction. Picked up gun from FFL in great shape not greased down to bad had a chance to take the gun to the range and performed with out a FTF for the price of this gun really can't go wrong great pick up for the price. 











Matt Q

on
05/03/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










After reading several scathing reviews of this gun, I was reluctant to buy it... tales of not making it through a single magazine before the gun had to be sent back for repair would be enough to make anyone think twice. However, having purchased it and put over 100 rounds (so far) through it without a single hitch, I feel quite comfortable recommending this pistol. It was my first DA/SA, and the trigger pull is longer than I'm used to, but it's long in a take-up-the-slack kind of way. I also read reviews denouncing the accuracy of the weapon; after keeping a 5 inch grouping at 20 yards, I think it's safe to say if you're having accuracy problems, you don't need a different gun; you need more range time. This pistol gets a bad rap mainly from first-time buyers who 1. DID NOT CLEAN THE WEAPON before firing it, 2. DON'T PRACTICE PROPER HANDGUN TECHNIQUE, and 3. Glock snobs who think it's silly to spend less than 500 on a firearm. All in all, for the money, for the size/weight, for what it's worth, I would buy this gun again in a heartbeat. 











Christopher C

on
03/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun best bang for the money. This is my first handgun purchase and it was a great experiance. I got the gun from my local FFL within a week. I brought it home read the owners manual and then cleaned my gun as sugested. Took the gun out on sat the 17th of march 2012 and was using winchester 115 grain target ammo and put over 100 rounds through it with NO problems. An experianced shooting friend of mine was with me and he shot the gun said it was a great shot just a long trigger pull. I didn't notice the longer pull because it is my first handgun. All in all it conceals very nicely and is very light with a full clip. Great gun and would recomend to anyone looking for a starter pistol or conceal carry. 











Joseph G

on
12/15/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, hundreds of rounds with not a single malfunction, love it for my carry gun, best value , feels great and I have big hands, no issue with clip dropping as i have read others. 











Juan M

on
12/09/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have owned this gun for over two years now I have shoot over two thousand rounds and not one failure even with cheap Wolf ammo. I shoot an average of 50 round per week through it and I give it a good cleaning after shooting. It is easy to take apart and clean points well and it is very accurate at 15 to 20 yards. Also it is very easy to conceal great value. 











Luke G

on
10/19/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thanks Buds, I plan on doing more business with you guys!!!!! This gun fits hands perfect for a compact, and shoots when you need it to.. GREAT GUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 











Dennis W

on
07/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love to carry this gun. Small enough to fit my hand and 12+1 rounds to stop the bad guys. Carries very well IWB or SOB. I never have had a firing problem with this gun. A working with Bud's is so easy. 











Lester D

on
02/24/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received my Taurus PT111 Millenium Pro 9MM on Saturday. The service from Bud's was excellent. I paid for this on Tuesday, it shipped on Wednesday, and it arrived in Friday morning. The only thing I don't care for are the sights. I have already ordered a set of Williams FireSights as a replacement. First trip to the range will be this weekend. I will post a follow up review after firing this gun 











Robert W

on
02/19/2011




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










The gun looks great. Too bad I couldn't even put a single round through it. Tried to clean the gun and the gun locked and now the slide is not moving at all. This looks like a waste of money. No thanks to the CSR reps prior to buy the gun.. So now I have to wait till Monday to talk to Taurus. I haven't even had the fun for 15 hours yet. 











Michael B

on
09/12/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was the easiest and fastest transaction I have ever experienced. And the price was incomparable. The guys at my local FFL were impressed by the price since even after I paid them, I still saved nearly enough to buy a couple of additional mags. I've read a lot of reviews on this gun by other buyers in all kinds of forums. Many of them mention FTF and other issues, but I had none of those and I suspect the reason is that Taurus ships their guns loaded with grease and protectant. As this is my first new gun purchase in several years, this was a learning experience for me, so I talked with my brother. He's a LEO training officer/armorer. He recommended the gun in the first place, so naturally I was curious why he would recommend a fun that has feed/extraction and misdirected issues right out of the box? He told me that the key was in the last 5 words.of.that question. Because of the cosmoline (sp?) protectant, firing right out of the box causes the works to gum up. So the first thing I did when I got it was to strip and THOROUGHLY clean and lube it. My wife and I finally got it to the range yesterday and while she only fired about 100 rounds, we didn't have a single issue. And she much prefers the grip and even the Heinie Straight Eight sights the Beretta 92 I was shooting. Smooth little gun. It's a little snappy which is to be expected in a 9mm with a 3" bbl, but not bad at all. It conceals eaaily and has enough safety features to calm a mothers' heart. If you're considering a Taurus PT111 Mil Pro, my advice is go for it FWIW. In my neck of the woods, I could resell and recoup every penny thanks to Buds' great prices, but after a little time at the range, I won't be selling this gun anytime soon. Thanks, Bud's! 











Labieno C

on
09/11/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










.Just picked up my new Taurus, Buds was MUCH cheaper than any of the other online gun stores didnt know buying a gun online was so easy , i should have done it sooner.i first order the rossi 38 special which had a defective site buds took it back and shipped the taurus very quickly .now to the gun, i havent fired a semi auto since my navy and army national guard days. IT is not to lite and not to heavy, great for concealed carry as it doesnt show with a fobus and loose clothing .the sites take a little getting used to but did well after 50 rounds ,after 100 rounds no FTF using cheap 115 gr PMC. trigger pull seems fine for me considering i have been shooting DA revolvers for the past 4 years . easy field strip and clean along with extra safety features make it good deal . 











Nathanial M

on
09/10/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An awesome gun for the price. I've run approx 500 rounds through this baby and no issues whatsoever. Buds did me right with the price and the shipping. 











Juan M

on
08/20/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun it is my conceal carry, I have put over 600 rounds through it of cheap ammo as well as defensive round and no problems. 











Angel V

on
08/20/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I Love my new TAURUS PT111 9MM fist purchase with Buds and it's not my last! Service is top notch!!! Took it to the range and it performed 100% no mis fires. Recoil is minimal, Great gun for the price!!!!!! definitely recomend this for 1st time gun owners! Thanks Buds gun shop!!!!! 











Miriam E

on
06/17/2010




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










my first gun ever. shoots smooth and i love the grip, i notice it shoots low. or maybe its just me, i have more practice to do to validate this gun 











Kent M

on
06/02/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










.Just picked up my new Taurus, Buds was MUCH cheaper than any of the local retail stores. Quick, easy, low prices, what more can you ask for. This is my third Taurus hand gun and for all you haters out there these are good quality guns and great prices. Thanks Buds, you can expect more of my business in the future. 











Christian M

on
05/22/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fantastic gun! Why pay higher prices for any other auto 9 mil guns. Ammo is cheaper than larger calibers and a hollow point 9 mil will still stop an attacker. I carry this gun and it is perfect just for that. VERY accurate when I adjusted to the straight eight sights. If you are looking for accuracy in a conceal gun, then you have not been trained properly in carry and conceal. If you have time to aim and shoot, then you have time to flee danger. From the holster to one hand shooting it is extremely comfortable and the recoil is more than managable. I would even recommend it for female carriers. The gun is single action then double action. The first shot when loaded is single(the pin is cocked back) then it goes to double action(the trigger pulls the pin to fire) every shot there after until reload. It can handle any ammo you put through with proper cleaning after every trip to the range. Be sure to clean the gun very well because the origianal grease gums up very easily when powder is introduced to it. I have put around 500 rounds through it and not a single jam. Proper care and maintenance will keep this gun and any other gun from jamming up. No taxes and free shipping make shopping online from buds a no brainer. Plus, this great gun at this great price will please anyone. If i have left anything out that people may have questions about, please, post something and I will respond. 











Jason E

on
03/18/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was the easiest and fastest transaction I have ever experienced. I do alot of online shopping but this was my first firearm purchase. Was at the shop in 2 days and ready to pick up. On the negative, I tested the PT111 within 2 days of receiving it adn had 6 jams in the first 40 rounds. After taking apart the magazine, the slide plate was jammed at an angle. I tested the 2nd clip and no issues. Contacted Taurus and sent it back for replacement. 











Jason E

on
03/18/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was the easiest and fastest transaction I have eber experienced. I do alot of online shopping but this was my first firearm purchase. Was at the shop in 2 days and ready to pick up. On the negative, I tested the PT111 within 2 days of receiving it adn had 6 jams in the first 40 rounds. After taking apart the magazine, the slide plate was jammed at an angle. I tested the 2nd clip and no issues. Contacted Taurus and sent it back for replacement. 











Heather P

on
12/10/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase through Buds Gun shop. What an easy transaction. Love the gun. shot dead on right out of the box. Ran 500 rounds through not one single jam. What a great carry weapon. Lightweight and small !!!! Worth every penny 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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